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DISCO AMIGOS™ TO PERFORM IN KREWES OF CLEOPATRA, KING ARTHUR AND NYX
NEW ORLEANS (February 7, 2020) – It has come to our attention that another group, which also calls itself
“Disco Amigos,” is spreading information that it plans to have its “Last Dance” during the Krewe of Tucks Parade
and that members of the general public can pay this group a fee of $25 to participate. THIS IS NOT THE DISCO
AMIGOS SOCIAL AID AND PLEASURE CLUB, THE ONE AND ONLY DISCO AMIGOS™ THAT YOU HAVE
SEEN THESE LAST 8 YEARS!
Disco Amigos™, with our emblematic silver and scarlet costumes and “Disco-esque” hairdos, is keeping our
Disco vibe and will be “Stayin’ Alive” after the 2020 parade season and for the foreseeable future.
We will be very busy during Mardi Gras 2020! Come see us as we once again flaunt our stuff between the
floats as we dance in the Krewes of Cleopatra (2/14/20 at 6:30 pm), King Arthur (2/16/20 at 12:00 noon) and
Nyx (2/19/20 at 7:00 pm) during Mardi Gras 2020. Disco Amigos™ will offer the opportunity to groove along
to the disco beat with New Orleans’ grooviest Dance Krewe as part of their Disco Train. The Disco Train is a
rolling disco party that follows the Disco Amigos™ in each parade. It is open to anyone 21 and over who
wants to join our funky disco party. Disco Train tickets are available through Eventbrite at a cost of $100.
Tickets can be purchased at https://discoamigosnola.com/Disco-Train-Tickets. During the parade, Disco
Train Members enjoy:
Parader status marching in a simulated Disco environment
Dancing and interacting with the crowd
Food and drinks before and during the parade
Amigos port-o-let access
A unique experience without the long-term commitment!
Your ticket has added perks for 2020! In addition to getting parader status in the Disco Train for one selected Mardi
Gras parade, you will also receive a five-month trial membership to the Disco Amigos, valid from Feb 1 - June 30,
2020.
For more information, please contact Michele Rossi at 216-266-1247
Or michele.rossi@discoamigosnola.com
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